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1. Executive Summary

The securily and reliability of fulanitoba's eleckical supply is of paramouni importance to boih
domeslic and export customers.

ivlanitoba Hydro has always maintained a long-term outlook on providing both its supply and
delivery facilities lo minimize outages and lhus maximize availability. plans have been in place
since the mid 1970s to construcl a third Bipole transmission line to enhance system reliabilitv as
lhe soutlrern fulanitoba load growlh warranted.

lvlanitoba Hydro's Integrated Generation and Transmission Plan js based upon the develooment
and sequence of each maior supply and delivery component within Manitoba's complex electrical
grid. The Bipole lll line, in conjunction with lhe existing Bipole land ll HVDC transmissior] lines,
has been planned to form a secure switching and paralleling arrangement to reliably connect
northern generation from the Nelson River with southern fulanitoba load. Paralleling is the ability
to place the majority of the norlhern generalion on one of lhe HVdc transmission lines for a short
period of lime should a problem occur on the other. To facilitate lhis plan to enhance svstenl
reliability. it has been envisioned that a second terminal station would be located at Riet. e-ast oi
Winnipeg and that Bipole lll would terminate there. As a result of lhe location of the Dlanned
ierminal slation, and the need to have Bipole lll capable of paralleling, the preferred route for the
Bipole lll transmission line has been appropriately sited east of Lake U/innipeg.

However, environmental and abo.iginal concerns on this preferred route selection have
necessitated a review of other options to increase southern system reliability. Four options
considered thus far have included an Interlake option in a corridor west of the current Bipole I and
ll lines, a far west route option from the north to The Pas, Dauphin and then Winnipeg, either
directly or via Brandon, consideration of adding gas turbines in the south to secure domestic load
and more external tie lines to a source of generation outside of the province.

The Intetlake routing opiion cannot provide the required corridor separation to avoid loss of ali
three Bipole lines due to widespread wind fronts, icing conditions or forest fires. Therefore this
route is not considered an option for the required security and reliability needs of Bipole lll,
although it may be used for future norlh-south transmission.

Investigalion into the technical implications of the far west routing for a Bipole lll transmission line
has revealed significant problems and, as such, cannot be recommended for development at this
time. This option would cost significantly more ($0.2 billion - extra tine length), would have
significantly lower loss benefit (S0.3 billion) and would require Bipole lll converters at a cost of
$.1.2 billion to be advanced. The Bipole lll converters would ultimately be required on the east
route to facilitate future export sales but theyare not required to cover HVdclineoutages for
southern system security as needed for the western route. The far west routing would also lead
to potential serious degradation of lhe existing HVdc system and would not be capable of parallel
HVdc operation thus limiting lhe amount of power transmitted to southern M anitoba during an
Interlake corfidor outage. The far west corridor would increase complexity of line routing in the
Winnipeg area and would delay the in-service date for Bipole lll for 3 years due lo the need for
further studies, environmental assessments and land acquisitions.

A dispatchable gas turbine option is being explored at present but preliminary results show it lo
be a very costly alternative, given the additions to transmission required, the cost of the plant, the
cost of making provision for fuel supply and the cost of the fuel itself. While this option addresses
domestic load-serving reliability, it does not address the boitlenecking oi the norlhern generation
from soulhern load during corridor outages.

The external tie lines to neighbouring utilities would require comprehensive discussions, that have
not occurred to date, the ability to license and build iransmission to generation rich regions, and
the ability io secure the generation when required. This option also causes northern generalion to
be boiilenecked.



Based upon the nature of tulanitoba Hydro's Integrated Generation and Transmission Plan and
the complexity of our current electrical system, an additional one to two years of detailed studies
would be required to determine the nexl best reliability solution for the integrated system, if the
eastern routing for Bipole lll is not available in the near term. Furthermore full development of the
remaining major norlhern generation will require three additional corridors of north-south
h ansmission, which v/ould be difficult to site if the east side is excluded.

These technical and liming implications for Bipole lll lead to serious concerns aboLlt the viability
of future development of our proposed northern hydroelectric projects and associated norlh-south
outlet transmission. Our ongoing negotiations with Ontario for a significant sale of power will be
compromised by the delays, and our profitable participation in the US export market will be
affected if our firm price sales are downgraded to interruptible due to reliability concerns.

2. Purpose

This report outlines the background and current status of lvlanitoba Hydro's electrical system
enhancement plans to address reliability and security. lt provides a high level overview of lhe
most crilical factor(s) for consideration in the analysis of alternative routing for ihe Bipole lll line to
the East Side of Lake Winnipeg. The report highlights the importance of lhorough analysis for
reliability on lvlanitoba Hydro's integrated system due to potential implications on:

a. Manitoba Hydro's established long{erm Integrated Generation and Transmission
Plan to deliver a secure and reliable supplyof electricity to customers in soulhern
Manitoba and to export customers in neighbouring provinces and stales;

b. Manitoba Flydro's ability to develop future northern generalion potentiali

c. tulanitoba Hydro's ability to ne0otiate a short or long term sale to Ontario and
contribute to enhancjng lhe east-west grid capability;

d. lvlanitoba Hydro's ability to support and sustain long-term competitive electricity rates
that are currenlly recognized as lowest in North America.

3. Background

lvlanitoba Hydro's Integrated Generalion and Transmission Plan has always recognized ll'le need
for a 3'o Bipole for reliability and security of load supply to southern Manitoba. The need for the
3'd Bipole was heightened by load groMh in southern fulanitoba and thus the need to meet the
load requirements in the event of an outage on Bipoles I and ll simultaneously. The decision to
proceed with Bipole lll at this time was further enhanced by the higher rates which the
Corporation has been able to secure for export power. ln fact lhe higher rates, coupled with the
decreased line losses attributed lo sending the power over 3 lines versus lhe present 2, pays for
the cost of the line itself (if it followed the original plan on lhe east side of Lake Winnipeg).

Thedecisiontolocatetheexistingtwotransmissionlines(Bipolelandll) a long i he I nterlake
corridor was made based on the convenience of rail and road access to facilitaie construction and
future maintenance. The ptan had always been to separate Bipole lll for security and reliability
purposes. The wind shear event of September 5, 1996, which toppled 19 tower structures on
Bipoles I and ll, heightened lhe awareness of the need to gain physical separation.



lvith the high load growth expectations in the 1960s and 1 970s, lhe vulnerability to a single event
created by the termination of both Bipoles I and ll at Dorsey was considered to be acceptable.
The vulnerability was expected to be eliminated in very short order by the consiruclion of a
second staiion at Riel, east of Vvinnipeg, which would serve as a backup site for Dorsey. Riel
was designed to also act as a southern system terminal for Bipole lll and as a second termination
point for the 500 kV AC lransmission line to the USA which can also serve to import power in
case of a shortage in fulanitoba.

During this same time frame, it was recommended that the Bipole lll transmission line should be
conslructed on a separate corridor from Bipole I and ll to cover for catastrophic corridor outages.
The sectionalization of the 500 kV line at Riel and the transmission line from norlhern fulanitoba
were both added to the Capital Budget in 2001 .

Bipole land ll have been designed with a unique switching and paralleling arrangement to
connect lhe northern system generation with soulhern Manitoba load. Paralleling is the ability to
place both Bipole I and ll converters on a single HVdc transmission line. This allows the majority
of the power from norlhern generation to flow south on one transmission line. In the event of an
extended outage on Bipole I and ll simultaneously, it is critical to have a 3'd line which can
transfer lhe majority of norlhern system generation to the soulh. This factor is a significant
cor')sideration in the siling evaluation of Eipole lll oplions. A significant difference between the far
west and east routes is the inability of ihe former to perform the paralleling function because of
technicalities inlroduced by the large difference in line lengths.

The domestic load growth is such lhat peak load could not be supplied today if we lost the
lnterfake corridor which supplies 70o/o of lhe power requirement of the Province. Manitoba Hydro
is more dependent on a single cortidor to supply its load than any other utility in the Mid-continent
Area Power Pool (MAPP). To that end, Manitoba Hydro is developing coping skategies to deal
with, as much as is possible, power shortages from catastrophic outages for extended periods.
The problem will get more serious wilh lhe growing soulhern Manitoba load.

Deferrais ln the in-service date for Bipole lll had occurred due to a reduced load growth in
ivlanitoba, the cancellation of the Conawapa project in 1992 and more recently due to an inability
to continue with community consullations on the preferred route seleclion.

4. Current Status

Concerns have been raised regarding the east side of Lake Winnipeg roule for the construction of
Bipole lll due to Aboriginal issues and the Province's support of lhe area's nomination as a
potenlial UNESCO World Heritage Site. These are serious concerns and must be dealt wilh in
any consideration of a direct east side corridor. Discussions would have to be held with all
parties concerned with future development to establish what would be acceptable. Agreements
with all potentially affected comrnunities would also be required.

lvlanitoba Hydro's Integrated Generation and Transmission Plan ensures lhat all present and
future generation and transmission be developed to maximize lhe benefits from the overall
integrated system. Given the Manitoba Hydro Board's direclion to explore alternatives to the easl
side route for Bipole lll, the Corporation undertook an independent analysis of the far west
corridor, commenced work on the southern system generation option and initiated discussions
wilh neighbouring utilities regarding increased southern import capability.

The Interlake corridor, as a site for Bipole lll, was dismissed due to the inability to gain sufficient
physical separation from Bipole I and ll. Reliability and securily would not be improved by a 3'o
transmission line which could be subjected to the same natural event, whether a windstorm, icing
conditions or a forest fire. However this corridor could be considered for future north-south
lransmission such as Bipoie iV or V or ac transmission, once ihe reliability issue is resolveC.



The western corridor was assumed to connect northern system genetaiion via a route near The
Pas and Dauphin to Winnipeg either direclly or via Brandon. External consultar]ts, familiar with
the complex tulanitoba Hydro system, were hired to establish the technical capabilities of the
ionger western route and potential limitatiorr with lhe exisling integrated system. The results of
the consultant's findings, along with studies conducled by fulanitoba Hydro, are discussed in the
next section.

5, lmplications of a Western Routing

5.1, Technical

A preliminary report has treen drafted regarding the analysis of the technical capabilities of a
Western routing'. This report includes an attached report prepared by Transcrid Solutions
Inc.', technical experts in the field of power transmission technologies ircluding transmission
planning & operating and system simulation studies. The technica, findings as supported by
both reports reveal significant limitations with the integration of a Western routing Bipole lll
transmission into the existing HVdc system.

The line length of the Western routing for Bipole lll results in an inability to parallel the new
HVdc line with lhe existing Bipole I and ll converters. This technical issue caused by the
Jonger line cannot b e m itigated even through advanced filtering and c ontrols a nd poses a
greater and unacceptable risk of oulages on the existing system. The mode of operation of
the western Bipole lll line, as initially conceived for an eastern route, is not feasible.
Therefore, a Western routing option would require new converters to be supplied for soulhern
system reliability al a cost of 9'1 .2 billion and would provide inferior long term reliability due to
its inability to operate in parallel with the exisling HVdc system. Converters would be
required on the east route to facilitate additional northern g eneration to be sent south but
would not be required to, at present, solve the reliability concern for HVdc line outages.
Manitoba Hydro has under consideration juslification of new converters attached to !!''e Bipole
lll line eastern route to meet load-serving requirements in the event of a cataslrophic loss of
Dorsey.

Consiruction of a $/estern routing Bipole lll line complete wilh 2000 tulW of new converter
capacity would provide 2000 MW of northern collector system generation output to the south
during a catastrophic corridor outage on Bipole land ll. Coupled with southern system
generation and imports, this 2000 MW would cover domestic load requirements for 10 years
from the earliest ISD of 2015 or until 2025 based upon anticipated southern Manitoba load
growth. Thus, a Bipole lV or an ac north-soulh transmission line would have to be
conslructed to cover the deficiency aftef 2025. This line would also be diFficult to site with

. adequate separation in a western route. By comparison, the Eastern routing option for Bipole
lll would allow transfer of 3340 fulW (based on existing Bipole I and ll converter capacities)
due to its paralleling capability and would cover domestic load requirements for a minimum of
35 years o. until at least 2050. This comparison of oplions for Bipole lll Transmission Line
Routing is summarized in Table 1 (see Appendix A).

While Biooie tll with converters can be built with a western corridor route, it is unlikely to be
the preferred option given the technical implications and reduced benefits to lhe jnteglated
system. As a result, Manitoba Hydro staff recommend lhat a full system study be undertaken
to consider all system condiiions in order to lnaxiinize benefits and minimize negative
implications for reliability and security. To undertake this work and conduct a thorough
analysis would likely take one to two years to complete

I -feclurical Aralysis ofa \\/csten) Rouling tbr the Bipole lll Transnrission [,inc - Systetlr Plannirlg
- Janrar],2005.

r l'echnical Rcview of F'ar West DC Line Routing - TransGrid Soitrtions Inc. - Jantrary 2005.



5.2. Long Term Development Plans for Security and Reliability / Timing

As noted earlier, Manitoba Hydro's Integrated Generation and Transmission Plan is based
upon a complex interrelalionship of genera{ion and the netrtorked iransmission g{id.
Alterations or addilions to t he grid require exhaustive system studies to determine optimal
soluiions lhal maximize system benefits while meeting reliability and security requirements.
These studies and technical implications have been used to arrive at our present and future
plans for facilities. Substanlial time would be required to determine a new optimal reliability
solution for the integrated system. Timing for both near alld long term capital development
projects involved with system reliability would have to be established. As a fesult, long-term
capital transmission and generation devslopment dependent on the HVdc expansion would
be affected and, correspondingly, in-service dates would be delayed.

In addilion to addressing the impacl of the Bipole I & ll corridor loss in reliability, tulanitoba
Hydro also plans to cover the cataslrophic loss of the Dorsey Slation. One enhancement
plan is lhe establishment of the Riel Station as a second lermiualion for the Dorsey - Forbes
500 kV line to preserve import capability if Dorsey is not available. lmminent plans to develop
Riel Station as a sectionalizing point for Dorsey and long term plans to develop Riel as the
site for future Bipole lll converlers must also be reassessed wilhout a direct rouling solution
until resolution can be made on the next b est course of action to a ddress reliabilily. The
configuration of Bipole lll or an alternative reliability solution has a significant impact upon the
future of the Riel site in terms of location and functionality.

lvlanitoba Hydro would require new converters on a western route immediately for an HVdc
line outage, given that paralleling operation is not available. New converters attached to the
Eipole lll line with an eastern route to meet load-serving requirements in the evenl of a
catastfophic loss of Dorsey are under consideration. The cost of these conveftefs, which
have yet to be justified, is estimated to be $1.2 Billion (lSD 2015 dollars).

5.3. Future Major Northern Generation Development

A Western routing for Bipole lll would provide an outlet for future northern generation under
normal operating conditions. However, any maior new northern generation development
would be subject to reliability fisk in that a portion of northern genefation would be stranded
under a Bipole corridor outage situation dependent upon loading conditions. Full
developmentoftheremainingnortherngenerationwill r equire t hree a dditional c orridors o f
north-south transmission, which would be extremely difficult to site if the east side is
excluded.

5.4. U.S. Export Market

The loss of a, ne of fulanitoba's exisling HVdclines is considered as the single largest
contingency in the tulid-continent Area Power Pool (fulAPP). Manitoba Hydro is facing
increased scrutiny in the afeas of secufity & reliability as a fesult of activities currently being
undertaken by FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) to implement mandatory
reliability standards in conjunction wilh NERC (North American Eleckical Reliability Council).
As a result, Manitoba Hydro needs to plan the lransmission system to be in a position to
manage contpliance with these changing industry requirements to ensure lhat our energy is
valued as higher priced firm power versus interruptible power in the u.s. market. Enhancing
reliability and mitigating the potential impacts of a prolonged HVdc outage on our
neighbouring utilities will need to be part of the Corporation's Compliance Management
Slrategy.
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Domestic Rates

ability to historically maintain low domestic rates has been through the ability to sell
excess hydroelectric power to the U-S. export market. With risk of curtailed or less profitalrle
U.S. export market participation, corresponding domestic rate increases would eventually be
incurred. Additional rate increases would be experienced as a result of requirements to
implement a much costlier Western routing and due to costs that would be incurred lhrough
the advancement of future requiremenls io address reliability

5.6, Proposed Ontario Sale

The regulatory process for norlhern generation development requires an environmental
assessment of both generation and its corresponding transmission. Advancing develoPment
of northern generalion for the proposed 1500 MW Ontario sale is contingent upon
development of north-south transmission which is required in Manitoba regarclless of whether
the Winnipeg option or an express option is selected. lf the Winnipeg oplion is selected, two
north-south transmission lines are required in Manitoba. lf an express option is selected, one
north-south lransmission line is required in Manitoba for reliability and to be able to tlansmit
surplus Gull/Conawapa generation out of the North. Thus, north-south lransmission wilhin
Manitoba is critical to a possible Ontario sale. Therefore, to meet Ontario requirements of
1000 l\1\ / by 2012 necessitates irnmediate resolution of lhe north-south transmission issues
within Manitoba.

Timing delays due to additional planning requirements to identify the next best alternative to
an east side Bipole lll lransmission isplacing Ontario's desire to achieve alternate supply
sources from fvlanitoba in the mid{erm at serious risk. The ability to achieve a 2012 ISD for
an east side Bipole lll line may already be in jeopardy.

5.7. Physical / Environmental

A Western routing corridor would impact upon similar areas of boreal forest and similar
numbers of First Nations communities as the originally planned east side routing. This
routing option would provide no advantage in terms of physical or environmenlal impact upon
the land and by virtue of its greater length, would have a larger physical footprint. The
vvestern route would also traverse a significant area of private developed lands' adding
complexity to routing selection and land acquisition.



6. eonclusions

\i/ith early indications that an easiern route may notbe available, an Inlerlake and a VVestern
route were identified as potential alternatives.

As the Interlake route cannot provide the required corridor separation for security or reliabilily and
presents even greaier operational risks in lhe event of a corridor loss affecting lhree Bipoles, lhis
route has been determined to be unacceotable.

Investigation into ihe technical implications of the Far wesl route oplion has revealed significant
problems and, as such, cannot be recommended for development at this time. This option would
cost significantly more, would .equlre Bipole lll converters (as well as the line), would not be
capable of parallel HVdc operation (thus would limit the amount of power transmitted to southern
lvlanitoba durjng corridor outages and advances the need for a fourth north-south transmission
line), would have significantly decreased loss reduction benefits, would increase complexity of
line routing in the Winnipeg area and would delay a possible in-service date for Bipole lll bV lhree
years.

Signiticant effort would be required to develop ln detail a series of alternatives lhat would address
reliability and security in the proper format and sequence to integrate with near and long term
plans and objectives for Manitoba's complex electrical system. While certain alternatives,
particularly with respect to routing alternatives, have been explored in relation to the key technical
and economic factors required for reliability and security, an additional 1 to 2 years of study would
be needed to conducl a lhrough review of all alternalives, including AC transmission or supply
sjde alternatives, to determine lhe next best solution that fits within reliability and northern
development goals. This will result in timing delays for shori-term and long-term development
plans, with associated implications on the Ontario sale and exlend lhe duration of the exposure of
the lvlanjtoba customers to potential catastrophic outages.

Transmission & Distribution
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APPENDIX A Table 1: Comparison of Options for Bipole lll Transmission Line Routing

Western Routinq
Corridor between Lake Manitoba

and Saskatchewan
(1265 - 1465 km)

Eastern (Direct) Routinq
Corridor between Lake Winnipeg

and Ontario (820 km)

No ability to parallel with Bipole
VU

o Abrlily to parallel wrlh Bipole Ull

. Technicallyrequired(converters
are needed foa both corridor and
Dorsey losses)

(see NOTE 'l )

Business case justif icalion
(converters are needed for
coverage of loss of Dorsey)

Earliest In-
Service Date 2012 ifjustitied

2025
(see NOTE 2)

Bipoles I and ll Line
Outage (most frequent

event)
Year that

Catastrophic
Outages are
covered until Dorsey Outage (most

consequential event)
$ 1.4 B (2015 ISD dollars) higher
cost including BP lll converters
Lower loss reduction benefit

(>93o0tvt)

Frees up northern collector
system generation beyond that
needed to meet Manitoba Ioad,
min jmizing Corporate financial
rmpact

o Next north-south corridor fequired
for reliability in about 2025 since
paralleling is not possible

. Difficult to site new transmission
line on a separated corridor for
reliability

Next north-soulh corridor
required by generation for
domestic load in about 2050 or
earlier for exportFuture Development

lncreased corridor issues and
COSIS

" Mininral corridor issues
Winnipeg Corridor

Note 1: Converters are required for the west corridor because it has been deemed unacceptable
to connect Bipole ll converters to the Bipole lllline on the west corridor.

Note 2: The wesl corridor results in the requirement of new north-south lransmission in about
2025 because paralleling is not possible. Paralleling is the ability to place more than one
converter pair on a single HVdc line. As an example, both Bipole I and ll converters can
be connected to a single HVdc kansmission line. Conceptual thinking on paralleling has
existed since 1967 and is still considered vitally important in covering for extended
outages on the relatively large (for our system) HVdc links' with long lines that travel
lhrouoh lemote aleas.
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Exerllivclqlormara

A Bipole lll transrnission line far west rouling would lead to serious degradation of the
normal day{o-day and emergency operation of the critically important lvlanitoba Hydro
HVdc systen and lherefore cannot be advocated as technically '/iable.
The Bipole lll line is more crjlical than any future HVac or HVdc lines that may e'/entually
connect northern and southern Manitoba. The Eipoie Ill line, along with lhe existing
Bipole land ll lines, would form a unique switching and paralleling arrangement to
reliably connect northern collector system generation with southern Manitoba load.
Paralleling is lhe ability to place more than one converter pair on a single HVdc line, for
example both Bipole I and llcon,/erters can be connected to a single HVdc transmission
line, Conceptual thinking on paralleling has been exislent since at least 1962 and was,
and still is, considered vitally important in covering for extended outages on the relatively
large (for the Manitoba Hydro system) HVdc links, with long lines that go through remote
areas. This complex will be importanl to Manitoba load serving and exports for many
decades to come. Any future lines would have different, probably lesser, implications for
bulk system reliability, and would likely not be required to connect to existing Bipole I and
ll equiprnent.

The existing Bipole I and ll HVdc system is a very complex entity, with approximately 225
full time staff wilhin the HVdc Division dedicated to ensuring its reliable operation. This
HVdc system has undergone continuous improvements over its operational history to
address many reliability and availability issues, with new problems occuring and being
resolved on an ongoing basis. The existing Hvdc equipment requires close monitoring,
analysis and management to ensure its performance into the future. In addition lo the
HVdc Divisional slaff, a large contingent of other corporate staff, jncluding line
maintenance, communications, construction, design, operations, planning and simulation
analysis, commit all or part of thejr time in support of the HVdc system. Consequently,
from this opefational and reliability perspective, the objective for the design of a new
Bipole lll should be to minimize its complexity to lhe greatest extent possible, so as to
enhance the reliability of the critical HVdc interconnection to southern Manitoba. Any
additions to the complexity of the HVDC operation should be avoided.

Previous analysis of Interlake corridor HVdc vulnerability shows a significant probability of
not meeting customer domestic load in southern Manitoba, and was the primary reason
that a separated Bipole lll line was advocated. The Bipole lll line, as proposed for the
east side of Lake Winnipeg, has lower capilal cost, greater loss savings, and is without
the technical complexities that would plague a far west routing. A Bipole lll line on the
east side, with its converters, gives a much greater reliability benefit than any other
option.

lf an eastern rouiing of the Bipole lll line is not available, then olher inferior jdeas to
address reliability in serving southern Manitoba load, including southern generation, more
external tie lines, etc., would need to be re-examined. Besides a greater cost and less
compatibility with northern development, such ideas carry greater fundamental technical
risks and deficiencies of their own

HVdc lines of lhe length proposed for the western routing do operate successfully in the
world. However, such operation is accounted for in the initial planning and design
process, and none have the complex operating modes specific to the Nelson River HVdc
transmission system.

This report, along with the attached companion report by Transgrid Solutions
Consultants, identifies significant technical issues with the far west route that would be
attempted to be resolved through new and modified equipment and controls in both
Bipoles I and ll. Such additional complexity would raise the prcbability of ./ah./e group,



pole, and bipole outages in both existing bipoles, thereby threatening not only the
Manltoba load serving function of the HVdc system but also threatening export sales
through degraded product reliability. FLlrther, to attempt such a technical resolution in a
heavily utilized HVdc system which will, at that time, be nlore than ten years older than
today cannot be professionally advocated and is the basis for the technical non-
acceptability of the far west routing.



blreduquas

ENGOs (En'rironmental Non-Government Organizations) have heightened sensitivity lo a
routing, between Henday and Riel, of the Bipole lll transmission line on the east side of
Lake Winnipeg. Alternate corridors to the east side are the lnterlake and a western
tulanitoba option. Susceptibility of the existing HVdc lines to wide front winds and icing,
both of which can be over 100 km in breadth, has ruled out furlher use of the Interlake for
Bipole lll. This report will address the technical 'riability of the western tulanitoba option,
hereinafler called the far west option.

The purpose of this report will exclusively be on technical considerations for a Bipole lll
transmissior'l line routing option. Cost implications and analysis are a separate exercise.



Discussion

a) Far West Routing - Reference.l conlains a description of possible routings for a far
west ro,.rte. The roLrtirrg oF shorlest'Jistance which respecls min,mum sep3rel!o!rs and
sensitive areas is 1265 km in length, a 54% increase in length over lhe east side 820
knr lenglh routing. This length will be considered the base case in future discussions.

One possible variation is to route the line closer to Brandon and possjbly build the
Bipole lll line as a 500 kV ac configurataon for a possible ultinlate development
scenario, even lhough it would initlally be operated as i/- 500 kV dc. This route is
'1465 km long and represents an upper bound in length. The actual length corild also
be somewhere in between these two lengths. Although the base case will be
considered lhe shorter length, awareness will be maintained in the djscussions of the
technical sensitivity to a length as great as 1465 km.

With Bipole ll conyerters connected to the Bipole lll line and Bipole lconverters
connected to the paralleled existing Interlake HVdc lines, the loss saving ai maximum
collector systen] generation js 78 fulW on the eastern route. The direct benefit from
this loss saving was sufficieni to econonrically justify the line. For the 1265 km far
west route, this loss saving reduces to 41 h1W and for the 1465 km route the ioss
reduction is further feduced to 24 fulW assuming lhe same Bipole land ll connection
as was planned for the eastern route. With a far west route, less power would be
delivered into southern Manltoba for all operating conditions as described in section b
below. Although the difference in delivered power would not be large in terms of the
project, operaling conditions at certain times of the year would critically benefit from
every additional megawatt delivered.

With the line termination at Riel and depending on exact configurations in specific
areas, the far west routing would presently resuli in the crossing of ten 230 kV ac
lines, two 1 38 kV ac lines, and a few 1 15 kV lines. lt is also conceivable that the far
west routing may also need to cross one or more 500 kV ac lines between Brandon
and Winnipeg in futu.e. AC lines at 500 kV may be attractive in serving the Erandon
area or as parl. of a larger grid moving power east/west across the country. The
eastern rouling would ctoss one 138 kV line and a few 115 kV lines but no
anticipated 500 kV ac lines. The existing HVdc lines cross a few 230, 138, and 115
kV ac lines, more than an eastern routing but much less lhan a western routing and
without consideration of 500 kV ac. The threat to either ac or dc equipment by
accidental contacl of one line to another is difficult to quantify without an exhaustive
study but, as described in the Appendix, the fewer crossings the better. The ihreat
can be minimized lhrough strengthening of crossjng supports but not eliminated.

It is not ce(ain at this point if live line maintenance would be permitted on the Bipole
lll line. lf not, a longer line would require more outage time for necessary
maintenance procedures as compared to an eastern line.

b) Operating Conditions - Technical consideration of a far west rouling must include
both near term and ultimate connection options. These connection options are:

1) Bipole ll Converters Connected to the Bipole lll Line - This option is prior to
the building of ihe BiDole lll converters. Bipole lconverters are connected to
the paralleled Interlake HVdc lines. This connection maximizes the HVdc loss
saving and would be the initial operating condilion.

2) Bipole lll Converters Connected to the Bipole lll Line - Connected Bipole lll
converters are potentially a longer term option but must be recognized in the
technical studies. Eipole lll converter characteristics will be different than
those of Bipole ll converters.



3) Bipole I ancl Bipole ll Converters Paralleled onto the Bipole lll Line - This
option caiers to the loss of the Interlake HVdc corridor.

4) Bipole I Converters Connected to the Bipole lllLine - lf ihe HVdc Interlake
corridor is lost and full voltage is not available on both Bipoles land ll rlue io
ouiages. then paralleling would not be possible and the bipole converters
wiih the highesl capacity would be connected to the Bipole lll llne. This could
be Bipole l. Also. sequences leading into or out of paralleling may isolate the
Bipole I converters onto the Bipole lll line.

5) Bipole ll and Bipole lll Converters Connected to the Eipole lll Line - Another
future operating mode depending on the outage and availability at the lime

Although some of these operating conditions will be relati'/ely rare, they will be
critically counted upon in emergency situations, situations in lvhich every megawatl of
power delivered to southern fulanitoba is critical.

c) Paralleling - Paralleling is the ability to place more than one set of converters on a
single transmission line, thereby minimizing interruption to the lransmission flow of
power. For example, Bipole I and Bipole ll converters can be connected to a single
HVdc transmission line from the north if the other line is out-of-service. This operating
mode was successfully used during the 1996 wind event interruption. Three of the
five operating conditions listed above involve paralleling. Paralleling has been, and
continues to be, an important concepl in reliably connecting northern collector system
generation to the southern Manitoba load. Internal documentation from the 1960's on
any aspect of HVdc development is difficult to come by, but a 1907 article in
Eleclrical News & Review clearly identifies paralleling as a key concept in lower
Nelson HVdc development.

lndeed, further evolutionary thinking on the nature of threats to the fvlaniloba Hydro
HVdc system has identified susceptibility of the line to catastrophic type disturbances
for which outage durations are typically much longer than pute electrical events. As a
corollary, it has been determined that the near 2000 MW size of each existing bipole
is therefore a vety latge, difficult to manage, element within the system. Taken
together, paralleling remains an important and viable concept, arguably even growing
in importance.

d) Winnipeg Corridor lssues - Reference 2 provides a detailed analysis regarding the
Winnipeg corridor implications of a Bipole lll line entering \ /innipeg from the West
and terminating at Riel station on the eastern edge of the city. The difficulty arises in
siting both the Bipole lll line and the paralleling line in one or Inore corridors
connecting the western and eastern parts of Winnipeg.

The Bipole lll line and the paralleling line can be piaced on separate corridors, the
paralleling line in the norlh and the Bipole lll line in the soulh, but this also requires a
third line operating at 230 kV ac belween Riel and Laverendrye Stations to serve
southwestern tvlanitoba ioad during emergency operation related to HVdc outages.
There would also be greater, but limited, probability of the existing Bipole I and ll
lines being conrpromised at the same time as the paralleling line.

An eastern routing for the Bipole lll line requiles only one lransmission line, lhe
paralleling line. between Riel and Dorsey and this line can also serve as a dual
ourpose 230 kV ac line for emergency operation from Riel,

e) Harmonic Analysis - Studies have been done to deternline the viability of a Bipole
III HVdc transmission line length in the range of 1265 to 1405 km considering
harmonic resonances and filter dc side loading- These studies cover all operaling
conditions for the Bipole III trans|'l'lission line.



The b,"/o main non'characterisiic harnronic frequencies lhat afe studied for the dc side
of convenlional HVdc links are the fundamental (60 Hz) and the second harmonic
(120 Hz). lf possible, these frequencies are avoided in HVdc system design becaLrse
large nragniludes can be generated during converter faults and misoperations. and
during ac system disturbances. A fundamental frequency resonance can often be
dealt wath through HVdc control action, but operation of the HVdc system will be
degraded compared to a system which avoids fundamental frequency resonance. A
second harmonic resonance can cause overloads of the HVdc dc side filters,
converter trips. and possible harmonic problems on the ac system. Therefore. costly
fiiters are required to mitigate a second harmonic resonance.

For a new HVdc link, components suclr as the smoolhing reactors are selected to
avoid fundamental and second harmonic resonance on the dc side if possible. In the
case of the Bipole I or ll converters operaling on the future Bipole lll tlansmission
line, the converter station components have been selected for lhe present Bipole I &
ll line lengths of about 900 km. lf the Bipole t & Il converters operate on a Bipole ltl
line tlrat is in the range of 1265 km to 1465 km, a second harmonic resonance
emerges and must be mitigated by aclding more filters on the dc side. lt is not usually
possible to lower the inductance of the smoothing reactor in an existing HVdc
scheme to mitigate resonances, as the whole scheme would have been designed
wilh lhe present smoothing reactor inductance value, and older converters usually
require a higher inductance smoothing reactor.

Studies were done using the in-house Frequency Dependent Harmonic Analysis
Program (FDHAP) and the PSCAD program to determine possible adverse
resonances for a Bipole lll line length in lhe range of 1265 km to 1465 km. The
results are summarized in the plots on the following pages. The Vline/V,/alve pfo(s
that follow provide an indication of the magnification of the harmonic voltage at the
line termination for harmonics produced by the converters. For example, if one volt of
120 Hz is produced by the converter due to normal ac system unbalances, and
Vline/Walve equals ten, then ten volts at 12O Hz will be present at the line
termination.

The first plot is a comparison of FDHAP and PSCAD simulation of the second
harmonic as a function of line length. This plot validates the use of FDHAP to study
the second harmonic resonance, since FDHAP studies can be done in a small
fraction of the time required for PSCAD studies.

The plots show that there is a fundamental frequency resonance for parallel
operation of the Bipole I & II converters on the Bipole tll line with a length in the
range of 1265 km to 1465 km. This resonance does not occur on the existing system
or for a direct routing of the Bipole lil line, and will require significanl and complex
studies to determine if controls can be used to damp dc side fundamental frequency
oscillations. Parallel operation is significantly more complex than normal operation of
Bipole I & Il so damping of this resonance is expect€d to be difficult, if not
impossible.

The plots for the second harnronic resonance as a function of line length indicate that
lhere is a high risk of a second harmonic resonance fot all modes of operation for a
Bipole III line length in Ihe range of 1265 km to 1465 km. Therefore second harmonic
filters would be required for Bipole I and Bipole tt. This would add eight additional
filters at a cost of about $3M each for a total of about $24lvl, not including spare filters
which would likely be required. Also, both future Bipole tll convelter stations would
also likely require second harmonic filters, resulting in increased future costs.



A dc Filler loading study rvas also done using FDI-iAP The results sho'r/ed that filter
loading is higher in sonre cases llran For a direct line rcuting, b|t not lo ihe point of
overloading the filters.

An existang llVdc scheme that supports lhe conclusion that second harntonic filters
',vill be required for a western line routing is lhe Pacific lntertie HVdc schenre with a
comparable line lerrgth of .1361 km and, ith comparable smoolhing reactors. During
an upgracle which changed the original sysieor con',/erter components the Pacific
Intertie required extra filters on the dc side for ihe second harnronic. However, the
multiple uses proposed for the Bipole lll line requires that filters will be required at all
Four converter stations for Bipole I & Il and likely at the Eipole lll coni/erter stations.

It should be noted that the studies ior the 1465 km length line were done with a +/-
500 kV HVdc tower configuration. A 500 kV ac tower configuration produces sintilar
fesulls.
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f) Control & Protection lssues - The Appendix contains a detailed description of
conirol and protection issues inlrocJuced by the far western routing of the Bipole lll
transmission lirre. The issues are significant and intioduce additional short and long
term lechnical vulnerability into a system upon which ivlanitoba load is critically
dependent.

Control and protection changes would be necessary and difficult to implenlent, botll
from technical and outage perspectives, for the existiog bipoles and would create
additional conlplexity in the design of Bipole lll converters.

Overview & Summarv

Consideration of all the technical factors that would affect a far western routing of the
Bipole lll line jndicates a seriously degraded state for the critical tulanitoba Hydro HVdc
system, both in normal day to day operation and during emergency paralleling.

The existing Bipole I and ll HVdc system is a very complex entity, with approxinrately 225
full tinre staff within the HVdc Division dedicated to ensuring its reliable operation. This
HVdc system has undergone continuous improven]ents over its operational history to
address many reliability and availability issues, with new problems occurjng and being
resolved on an ongoi|rg basis. The existing Hvdc equipment requires close monitoring,
analysis and management to ensure its performance into the fulure. In addition to the
HVdc Divisional staff, a large contingent of other corporate staff, including line
maintenance, communications, construction, design, operations, planning and simulation
analysis, commit all or part of their time in support of the HVdc system. Consequently,
from this operational and reliabiljty perspective, the objective for the design ^f a new
Bipole lll should be to minimize its complexity to the greatest extent possible, so as to
enhance the reliability of the critical HVdc interconnection to southern lvlanitoba. Any
additions to the complexity of the HVDC operation should be avoided.

This report, along with the attached companion reporl by Transgrid Consultants, identlfies
significant technical issues with lhe far west route that would be altempted to be resolved
ihrough new and modified equipment in both Bipoles I and ll. Such additional complexity
would raise the probability of valve group, poie, and bipole outages in both existing
bipoles, thereby threatening not only lhe lvlanjtoba load serving function of the HVdc
system but also lhreatening export sales through degraded product reliability. Further, to
attenrpt such a technical resolution in a heavily utilized HVdc system which will, at that
time, be more than ten years older than today cannot be professionally advocated and is
the basis for the technical non-acceptability of the far west routing.
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Technical Review of Far West Line Routing

'i Exeeutive Sunnman'Y

Manitoba Hydro has justified the construction of a new DC Line from Henday to the Winnipeg area on

a route on the east sicle of Lake Winnipeg basecl on the economics of saved cost of losses with use of

increased conductof sizing and the increased reliability of an additional dc line with its route diversity

The length of this clc line for the east rolrte is very similar to the existing dc lines. Hence. no special

technrcal issues would be expected with lhe operation of the existing dc bipoles or the future Bipole Ill

on this east route dc llne.

Due to recent issues raisecl regarding environmental impact of the eastern route Manitoba Hydro is

now assessing altemate routes. Due to the basic requirement to increase route diversity the new dc
line cannot share the same inter-lake route as the two existing dc line routes. Hence, two altemate
routes being considered are down the rr'r'estern side of Lake Manitoba referred to as the Far West dc
line. The line lengths of the two possible routes are 1265 or 1465 km. The significant increase in line

length over the existing line will have negative impacts on the operation of the existing bipoles and the

future Bipole lll.

This report examines the technical impacts of the proposed West DC Line routing compared to the

originally proposed East Route. The review addresses mostly issues related to the operation of the
exis.ting Bipoles I and ll and considers only briefly any possible additional implications for a future

Bipole lll.

Based on lhe review canied out it is clear that all bipoles including BPl, BPll, and the future BPlll are

significanfly impacted by the altemate long DC line route. lt is concluded that when comparing the

proposed far west dc line route to the originally proposed east route there are signilicant negative

technical impacts. Afthough no one single technical issue was identified that could not be mitigated, the
combined additional risk to the interconnected system and cost associated with mitigating may not be

acceptable. Furthermore the eriensive modifications and additions required to ihe existing system will

result-in a compromise to the initial and ongoing reliability of the existing dc system. lt is critical to keep
in perspective the heavy reliance of the Manitoba Hydro system on the availability and reliabiiity of its
dc transmission and the potential impact on the entire interconnected system, including the ability to

meet Manitoba load, of anything which negatively affects the performance of the dc system.
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2 flmtnodu.aetiosn

Manitoba Hydro has justified the construction of a new DC Lrne from Henday to the winnipeg area on

a route on the east Side of Lake Winnipeg based on the economics of saved cost of losses with use of

increased conductor sizing and the increased reliabilily of an additional dc line with its route diversity.

The length of this dc line for the east route is very similar to the existing dc lines. Hence, no speclal

technical issues would be expected with the operation of the existing dc bipoles or the futr.tre Bipole lll

on this east roule dc line.

Due to recent issues raised regarding environmental impact of the eastern route Manitoba Hydro is
now accessing alternate routes. Due to the basic requirenrent to increase route diversity the new dc
line cannoi share the same inter-lake route as the two existing dc line routes. Hence, two altemate
routes being considered are down the western side of Lake Manitoba as shown in figure 1 and is

refened to as the Far West dc line. The line lengths of the two possible routes arc 1265 or 1465 km.

The significant increase in line length over the existing line will have negative impacts on the operation

of the exjsting bipoles and the future Bipole lll. These negative impacts are the focus of this report.

While it may af first glance appear that only BPll would be impacted by the longer DC line, it is clear

that all bipoles including BPl, BPll and the future BPlll are significantly impacted by the altemate long

DC line route. The seclions following will describe how all bipoles are affected and what aclions are

required to mitigate any negative impacts. A critical issue that must be kept in perspective is the heavy

reliance of the Manitoba Hydro system on the availability and reliability of its dc transmission system
perhaps more than any other dc system in the world. An additional new issue identified here is the

potential negative impact on lhe reliability of the ac transmission system due to many AC - DC line

crossings associated with the new westem DC line route. Hence, all issues related to outages'

commissioning and general impact on reliability must be considered very carefully

3 Operating Configurations

Technical consideration of a far west routing must include both near term and ultimate connection
options These connection options are:

1. Bipole ll Converlers Connected to the Bipole lll Line - This option is prior to the building
of the Bipole lil converters. Bipole I converiers are connected to the paralleled Interlake
HVdc lines. This conneclion maximizes the HVdc loss saving and would be the initial

operating condition.
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Technical Review of Far West Line Routing

2. Bipole lll Converters Connected to the Bipole lll Line - Connected Bipole lll conveTters

are potentially a longer term option but must be recognized in the technicai studies. Bipole

lll converter characteristics will be different than those of Bipole ll converters.

3. Bipole I and Bipole ll Converters Paralleled onto the Bipole lll Line - This option caters to

the loss of the Interlake HVdc corfidor.

4. Bipole I Converters Connected to the Bipole lll Line - lf the HVdc Interlake corridor is lost
and full voltage is not available on both Bipoles land ll due to outages, then parall€ling
would not be possible and the bipole converters with the highest capacity would be
connected to the Bipole lll line. This could be Bipole l. Also, sequences leading into or out
of paralleling may isolate the Bipole I converters onto the Bipole lll line

5. Bipole ll and Bipole lll Converters Connected to the Bipole lll Line - This is another future
operating mode depending on the oulage and availability at the time.
Table 1 below summarizes the technical issues that anse under each operating configuration:

Configuration BP Affected Problem Area Potential Conective Action

1

(BPll on new DC
line)

BPII DC Line proteclion at Henday & Dorsey ll tulodified LP at Henday & Dorsey ll with
swilch-able settings to allow operation on

both new and exisling dc lines

DC Controtsetlings at Henday & Dolsey ll On-line switch-able mntrols settings lo
allow operation on both new and exisling

dc lines

DC side 2d harmonic resonance New Dc side 2"d hannonics flter or new
smoolhinq reactor

DC side lnsulalion Coordination New anestors

Mulliple ACDC line crossings New dc line proleclion funclion bul does
not solve all problems

2
(BPlll on new

DC line)

BPIII DC Line protection Will required more complex dual settings
c€pability to allow operalio| on bolh new
and existinq dc lines

DC Control settings On-line switch'able controls setlings to
allow operalion on bolh new and existing
dc lines

DC side 2d harmonic resonance Dc side 2- harmonics filter or
appropriatelv sized smoolhinq reaclor

Multiple AC/DC line crossings Same as configuration 1

3 8Pl DC Line protection al Radisson & Dorsey I Modified LP at Radisson & Dorsey I wilh
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Configuration BP Affected Problem Area Potential Corrective Action

(BPr & BPll
parallel on new

DC line)

switch-able setlilrgs to allo!,/ operalion cn
bolh new and existinq dc lines

DC Conlrol setlings at Radisson & Dorsey

I

Onjine srvitch"able conlrols setlings to
allow operalion on bolh nev and exisling
dc lines

Dc side 2'harmonic resonance Nevr Dc side 2"r harmonics filler or nev,/

smoolhinq reactor

DC side lnsulalion Coordination Possible New aneslors

BPII See confguration 1 See conliquration 1

BPI & BPII DC side fundamental irequency
resonance

Modificalion to conlrols to damp
resonance

4
(8Pl on nev/ DC

line)

BPI See c€nfguralion 3 comments for BPI See confcura[on 3 connnents for BPI

5
(BP[ & BP I

parallel on new
DC line)

BPII See confguraljon 1 See configuration 1

BPIII See confiquratjon 2 See configuralion 2

4 Discussion of Technical Froblems

The following sections describe in detail the issues listed in Table 1

4.'l DC Line Protection

The db line protection primarily has the task of detecting a fault to ground and then taking the
appropriate control action to de-ionize the fauit and restart the pole if the fault was a temporary one.
This conhol action must be performed at the reclifier as the inverter cannot contr,bute to the de
ionization. The majority of dc line faults are temporary and so the conect operation of the dc line
protection is critical to the reliability of the dc link.

As a flash.over to ground occurs at some point on the dc line, a wavefront propagates from that point
toward each terminal. At the station the wavefront enters the station and is measured by the dc voltage
dividers. The fault is detected by the measurement of the rate of change of dc voltage as the collapsing
voltage is measured and is conflrmed by a dc under-voltage. The wavefront is attenuated as it travels
from the point of the fault location until it anives at the terminal. Hence, the further away the fault
lccation from the terminal lhe more rate of of the wavefront is atte
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On the existing clc lines (-900 Km long) the wavefront measured at the rectifier can reliably detect a

line fault over the complete dc line from its own terminai all the way to the inverter. This allows the

rectifier dc line protection to detect faults independently of the inverter and initiate the deionization

sequence. As the line length increases the wavefront from a fault near the inverter is more attenuated

by the time it reaches the rectifier and at some point the rectifier can no longer dislinguish the dc

voltage change from olher converter or ac system faults at the inverter. Typically, beyond a line length

of '1000 - 1200 Km lhe wavefronl from a dc line fault is no longer distinguishable'

For clc line beyond the 1000 - 1200 km the dc line protection at the rectifler must rely on the inverter

detecting lhe wavefront and then via high-speed Telecom informing the rectifier of the fault so that the

rectiller can then de-ionize the fault.

A second issue is the actual setting of lhe wavefront detection for reliable detection on the new dc line.

Studies would be required to determine the conect settings for the new dc line and would likely require

revised settings. Since the conligurations in Table 1 ultimately require the operation of BPl, BPll and

the future Bplll on both the existing short DC lines and the new long DC line it very likely that all

bipoles will require automalic dual sefting capability in the each of lheir DC line protections. Depending

on the slalus of dc line connection for each bipole the applicable line protection setlings would be

actrve.

4.1.1 BPll DC Line Protection
As discussed above only the rectifier at Henday is equipp€d with wavefront fault detection equipment.

For Bpll to operate on the longer west route dc line the line protection must be modilled as follows:

n Add wavefront detection function at Dorsey ll and a redundant high speed line inter-trip signal

to Henday

. At Henday modifications are also required to handle the inter{rip signal from Dorsey ll

o At Henday and Dorsey ll add functions to allow dual settings of line protec'lion based on DC

llne connection status. Normally BPll would be connected to the new DC Line but in parallel

with BPI would be connected to the existing DC Line

BPll DC Line Protection Cost lmpact:
o Costs of Design studies to determine new settings

u Costs are related to procurement of hardware or production of new control boads for the old

technology in BPll

. the design and installation labour costs

u the outage costs
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Technical Review of Far West Line Routing

o commissioning including the application of various dc line faults on both the new and existing

DC Lines

BPII DC Line Protection Over'all Risk lmpact:

While solulions are viable as described above the risk issues are:

o availability of "old" control hardware

o impact on ongoing reliability of more complex control & protection system, especially during

initial "teething" Period

" dependence of line protection performance on Telecommunacation system

4.1.2 BPlll DC Line ProtecUon

Since Bplll would be specilied to allow operation on both its normal long DC line and the existing dc
line it would need to be equipped at the outset with a "dual" dc line protection including the following

requrrements.

o Wavefront deteclion function required at BOTH rectifier and inverter with a redundant high

speed line inter-trip signal to the rectifier

. Functions required to provide for dual settings of line protection based on DC line connection

status. Normally BPlll would be connected to the new DC Line but in parallel with BPll would

be connected to an existing DC Line

BPlll DC Line Protec{ion Cost Impact:

. Costs of Design studies to determine new settings

o Increased purchase costs would be reflected in the additional complexity of the dual setting
protection system

o costs of BPll outages to cover the operation of BPlll on an existing dc line to confirm
- functionality of dual DC Line protection

o commissioning including the application of vanous dc line faults on the new and existing dc
lines

BPlll DC Line Protectjon Over-all Risk lmpact

Whrle solutions are viable as described above the nsk issues are:

n irnpact on ongoing reliability of more complex control & protection system, especially during
initial "teething" Period

n dependence of line protection performance on Telecomnrunication system
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4.1.3 BPI DC Line Protection

Since Bpl will have to operate in parallel with BPll on the new DC line the impact on BPI DC line

protection is very similar to that described for BPll in 3.1.1. As only the rectifier at Radisson is equipped

with wavefront fault detection equipment, for BPI to operate on the longer west route dc line the lin€
protection must be modified as follows:

o Add wavefront detection function at Dorsey I and a redundant high speed line inter{rip signal
to Radisson

. At Radisson modific€tions are also required to handle the inter{rip signal from Dorsey I

, At Radisson and Dorsey I add functions to allow dual settings of line protection based on DC
line connection status. Normally BPI would be connected to the existing DC Line but in parallel

with BPI would be connecled to the new DC Line.

BPI DC Line Protection Cost lmpact:

" Costs of Design studies to determine new settings

o Costs are related to ptocurement of hardware or production of new control boards for the old
technology in BPll

" the design and installation labour costs

o the outage cosis

. commissioning including the application of various dc line faults on both the new and existing
DC Lines

BPI DC Line Protection Over-all Risk lmpact:

While so[dions are viable as descnbed above the risk issues are:

" availability of "old" control hardware

o - impact on ongoing reliability of more complex control & proteclion system, especially during
initial "teething" period

" dependence of line protectlon performance on Telemmmunication system

4.2 DC ConfolSeftings

The optimized dynamic performance of the dc power flow in any bipole is dependent on the conect
closed loop control settings. Such settings are determined initially during off-line studies and then
verified and optimized on-line during commissioning tests in cooperation with the equipment supplier
and Manitoba Hydro. These settings are influenced by lhe dc side con{iguration and lhe ac system
configuration. once set these parameters are normally not adjusted once they are optimized.
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When considering the impact of the new long DC Line the most critical controi impact will be the closed

loop current controller since one of the most significant parameters in its stable pedormance is the

inductance of the dc circuit. Since the inductance of the new line will be in lhe order of 55o/o grcatel

than the existing line, the current conholler parameters will be significantly different for operalion on the

new dc line compared to the existing short line.

While the primary impact will be on the dc current conlroller it will be necessary to assess the impact
on the other controis such as extinction angle controls and the dc voltage controls.

4.2.1 BPll Confol Settings

Since BPll will be operated on both the new and existing dc lines as outlined in the possible

configurations it will be necessary to modify at least the dc cunent controls. lt is expected that other
controllers will not require dual settings.

o At Henday and Dorsey ll add functions to allow dual settings of the current controller based on
DC line conneclion status. Normally BPll would be connected to the new DC Line but may also
be required to be connected to the existing DC Line.

BPll Contol Setting Cost lmPact:
o Costs of Design studies to determine new settings

u Costs are related to procurement of hardware or production of new control boards for the old

technologY in BPll

o the design and installation labour costs

o the outage costs

" commissioning of new settings on both new and existing DC lines

BPll Control Settings Over+ll Risk lmpace

W6ile solutions are viable as described above the risk issues ale:

o availability of "old" control hardware

o impact on ongoing reliability of more complex control & protection system, especially during
initial "teething" period

4.2.2 BPlll control Settings

Since BPlll would be specified to allow operation on both its normal long DC line and the existing dc
line it would need to be equipped at the outset with a "dual" dc cunent controller setting capability. lt is
expected that other controllers will not require dual settings'
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, At both the rectifier and inverter add functions to allow dual settings of the current controiler

basecl on DC line connection status. Normally BPlll would be connected to the new DC Line

but in parallel with BPll would be connected to the existing DC Line'

BPlll Control Setting Cost lmPact:
o Costs of Design studies to detemine new settlngs

o lncreased purchase costs would be reflected in the additional complexity of the dual setting
protection system

o costs of BPll outages to cover the operation of BPlll on an existing dc line to confirm
functionality of dual DC Line proteclion

o commissioning of new settings on both new and existing DC lines

BPlll Confol Setting Over-all Risk lmpact:

\ /hile solutions are viable as described above the risk issues are:

u impacl on reliability of more complex control & protection system

4.2.3 BPI Control Settings

Since BPI will also be operated on both the new and existrng dc lines as outlined in the possible

configurations it will be necessary to modify at least the dc cunent controls. lt is expected that other

controllers will not require dual settings-

, At Radisson and Dorsey I add functions to allow dual settings of the curent controller based
on DC line connection status. Nomally BPI would be connected to the existing DC Line but in
parallelwith BPll would be connected to the new DC Line

BPI Confol Setting Cost lmPacu
a Cosls of Design studies to determine new settings

. Costs are related to procurement of hardware or production of new control boards for the old

technology in BPI

o the design and installation labour costs

o the outage costs

c commissioning of new settings on both new and existing DC lines

BPI Control Sefting Over€ll Risk lmpact:

\Mile solutions are viable as descnbed above the nsk issues are:

" availability of "old" control hardware
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o impact on ongoing reliability of more complex control & protection system. especially during
initial "teelhing" period.

4.3 DC Side Hannonic Resonance

When designing a new HVDC system one criteria used in the selection of the size of smoothing
reactor is to avoid critical resonances between the smoothing reactors, dc filters. and dc line. Of
particular importance is the avoidance of a resonance at lhe fundamental and second harmonic
frequencies stnce these frequencies carr be readily excited by disturbances in the ac sysiem and by
converter faults. These principles were used in the selectron of the existing smoothing reactors for
Bioples I and ll based on the existing dc line. Preliminary studies performed by Manitoba Hydro have
shown that the connection of the existing BPI or BPll smoothing reactors and dc filters to the proposed
far west dc line will result in a resonance at lhe second harmonic. Furthermore, the studies also
showed that the parallel connection of BPI and BPll converters on the far west dc line will result in a
resonanc€ at the fundamental frequencv.

4.3.1 ResonanceMitigationOptions

The following methods could be used to mitigate the second harmonic resonance which occurs with
the connection of either the existing BPI converters or the BPll converters onto the far west dc line:

Replace the existing smoothing reactors with ones sized to avoid the second harmonic
resonance condition. As an example, the East-South Interconnector in India has a dc line
which is similar in length to the proposed far west dc line and it uses 250mH smoothing
reactors. Therefore it may be necessary to reduce the value to this range to avoid the
resonance. lf feplacement of the smoothing reactors is to be considered, detailed studies will
be required to ensure that the newly selected values will not result in a different crilical

-resonance when the converters are connected to the existing dc line or in parallel with the
other bipole converters on either the exisling or proposed far west dc iine. A number of other
issues are dependant on the size of the smoothing reactors, including: closed loop control
performance, commutation performance, jnsulation coordination, dc filter performance, dc line
protection, and overall dc protection functions. Detailed sludies would be required 10 ensure
that the newly selected smoothing reactor size would not result in any adverse effecls.

Add a second harmonic dc filter The Pacific Intertie HVDC system which has a dc line length
similar to that of the far west dc line was fifted with second harmonic dc filters during the Pacific
Intertie Expansion project. Since the resonance condition exists when either BPI or BPll
converters are connected to the far west line, it would be necessary to include second
harmonic fllters at both stations in bolh bipoles.
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With regards to a possible second harmonic resonance for the future BPlll converters connected to the
far west dc line. appropnate selection of smoolhing reaclors should avoid the second harmonic
resonance. However. if commutation performance is found to be unacceptable with the selected value

of smoothing reactor, it may be necessary to increase the size of the smoothing reactor to improve
commutation performance which would then result in the need for second harmonic filters on the BPlll
converters. These requirements would have to be determined during the design stage of the BPlll
convefters.

The following methods could be used to mitigate the fundamental frequency resonance seen during
parallel operation of BPI and BPll on the far west dc line;

A fundamenlal frequency resonance on the dc side is usually mitigated using the dc controls. Since the
resonance occurs only when BPI and BPll converters are connected in parallel on the far west dc line,
extensive sludies will be required to determine how the existing controls can be modified to achieve
the requlred damping. The lmplementation of an acceptable solution may prove very challenging and
complex, and may not even be possible without major modifications to the existing controls.

4.3.2 Resonance Mitigation Cost lmpact

lf the smoothing reactors are to be replaced to avoid the second harmonic resonance then the
following issues should be considered:

n Since the smoothing reactors are an essential component for overall reliability it would be
necessary to maintain one spare unit at each of Henday, Radisson, Dorsey I, and Dorsey ll

resulting in the need for a total of twelve (12) new smoothing reactors.

n Cost of studies to determine required smoothing reactor size

o Cost of studies to verify no adverse effects resulting from the reduction in size of smoothing
reafior

Cost of procurement of new smoothing reactors

Cosl of installation.

outage cosls

Commissioning costs
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lf the second harmonic filters are to be installed to avoid the second harmonic resonance then the
following issues shoLrld be considefed:

o Since the second harmonic filters are an essential component for overall reliability it would be
necessary to maintain one spare unit at each of Henday, Radisson, Dorsey l. and Dorsey ll

resulting in the need for a total of twelve (12) second harmonic filters.

c Cost of studies to determine required filter ratings

s Cost of procurement of filters

o Cosl of ;nstallation.

" Outage costs

o Commissioning costs

o Cost of losses

lf selection of smoothing reactor size is not able to avoid a second harmonic resonance with BPlll
converters connecled to the far west line then lhe following issues should be considered:

u Cost of inclusion of second harmonic fiiters to avoid the resonance

lf controls are to be used to mitigate the fundamental frequency resonance when BPI and BPll
converters are connected in parallel on the far west line the following issues shouid be considered:

o Cost of studies to determine conlrol modifications required

o Cost of making the required moditications to the controls.

6 Outage costs

u Commissioning costs

4.3.3 Resonance Mitigation Over-all Risk Assessment

While solLrtions are Mable as descnbed above the risk issues are:

u Replacement of the existing smoothing reactors has many unknowns associated with it since the
size of the smoothing reactor affects many aspects of the overall HVDC system- Since both BPI
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and BPll have been operating successfidly and reliably with the existing smoothrng reactors it is
not advisable to rcplace the existing units.

The adclition of second harmonic filters to each pole of BPI and BPll would require substantial
modifications to the exisling stations. These modifications incktde physical space for the fllters,

connection to the high voltage circuit, and connection to proteclion systems associated with the
new fllters.

Mitigation of the fundamental frequency resonance when BPI and BPll converters are connected
in parallel on the far west line is expected to be very difficult if not impossible to implement. Parallel
operation by its basic nature is far more cornplex lhan normal operation, hence modifications of the
existing contrcl to provide damping for the fundamental frequency resonance will be difficult.
Detailed studies are required to determine if lhis is possible and how eKensive the resuiting conlrol
modifications would be, This can not be determined at this time.

4.4 AC - DC Line Crossings

Normally, in the selection of a DC line route great care is taken to minimize the DC line crossing an
existing AC line route. While there are already several line crossing with the existing Intedake DC Line
route the new far west DC line .oute adds in at leasl fourteen (14) AC-DC line crossings considenng
only 1 15 kV and 230 kV AC lines. This exposes a much larger part of the AC system to potential faults
that impact the AC system security and imposes risk on specific equipment. Aside from the
mechanical and structural design issues this raises for each crossing, this increases reliability
concems for both AC and DC equipment.

AC System Security lmpact:

For mechanical DC line failure where the DC conductor contacts an AC line below this could result in
the simultaneous permanent loss of both a dc bipole and a significant disturlcance and direct loss of at
least one or rnore AC lines in the net\rvork. Such cases would need to be addressed in system
performance studies.

For temporary faults normally a DC line fault has no direct impact on the AC system olher than the
temporary loss of the dc power of one pole as it de-ionizes lhe dc fault and then resumes power
transrnission in -200 rns. In this case for a conductor to conductor flash-over both the AC system and
DC power are disturbed. In addition the normal de-ionization sequence is very unlikely to be
successful and will result in the permanent blocking of the fault pole and the likely tripping of at least
the faulted AC line. Again, such cases would need to be addressed in system performance studies.
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AC System Equipment:

When a fault occurs between the DC and AC line the associated AC equipment is exposed to a
greater degree of risk considering the unique conditions of such fault cases. Considering the large
number of crossings for the west line route this is a negative impact that must also be considered.

DC System Security lmpact:

For "normal" DC line to ground faults the dc line is almost a non-event because of the fast recovery of
the DC power (-200 ms). For AC-DC conductor faults the DC pole will not be able to recover and the
pole will be blocked. Hence, from a DC system point of view, especially considering the large number
of crossings involved here, the potential impact of DC line faults is significantly increased. This must be
assessed in the context of the DC link providing reliable power to the AC system.

DC System Equipment:

When a fauit occurs between the DC and AC line lhe associated DC equipment is also exposed to a
greater degree of risk considering the unique condilions of such fauit cases. Considering the large
number of crossing for the west line route this is a negative impact that must also be considered.

5 Gonelusions

Based on lhe review canied out it is clear that all bipoies including BPl, BPll, and the future BPlll are
signific€ntly impacted by the alternate long DC line route. lt is concluded that when comparing the
proposed far west dc line route to the originally proposed east route there are significant negative
technical impacts. Although no one single technical issue was identiiied that could not be mitigated, the
combined additional risk to the interconnected system and cost associated with mitigating may not be
acceptable. Furthermore the e)densive moditications and additions to the existing system will result in
a com-promise to reliability of the existing dc system. lt is critical to keep in perspective the neavy
reliance of the Manitoba Hydro system on the availability and reliability of its dc lransmission and lhe
potenlial impact on the entire interconnected system, including the ability to meet Manitoba load, of
anything which negatively affects the performance of the dc system.
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